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Abstract- This paper investigates adaptive blind equalization for multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) channels
and its application t o blind separation of multiple signals received by antenna arrays in communication systems. The performance analysis of the CMA equalizer used in MIMO channels is first presented. Our analysis results indicate that for the
MIMO FIR channels satisfying certain conditions, the MIMOCMA FIR equalizer is able t o remove the IS1 and co-channel
interference regardless of the initial setting of the blind equalizer. To recover all input signals simultaneously, a novel MIMO
channel blind equalization algorithm is then developed. The
global convergence of the new algorithm for MIMO channels
is proved. Hence, the new blind equalization algorithm for
MIMO channels can be applied t o separate and equalize the
signals received by antenna arrays in communication systems.
Finally, Computer simulations are presented to confirm our
analysis and illustrate the performance of the new algorithm.

terference (CCI) or adjacent-channel interference (ACI). This
paper first investigates the possibility of the use of CMA blind
equalizer in MIMO channels. Our analysis demonstrates that
the CMA blind equalizer is able t o recover one of the input signals, suppress the rest of signals. Furthermore, under
certain condition, the CMA FIR equalizer, regardless of its
initial setting, can perfectly recover one of the input signals
from the outputs of the MIMO FIR channels. Therefore, the
CMA can be used in mobile communication systems to remove ISI, CCI, and ACI. Then, we develop a new adaptive
blind equalization algorithm for MIMO channels, to simultaneously recover all the input signals and a t the same time to
remove the ISI.
11. BLINDEQUALIZATION
FOR MIMO CHANNELS

I. INTRODUCTION
The use of array signal processing in wireless communications under the framework of spatial division multiple access
(SDMA) has been of great interest recently. In such situation,
the sensors or antennas may receive a superposition of several
signals via many channels from many moving sources. The
system can be modeled as a multiple-input/multiple-output
(MIMO) system. One of the most crucial problems is not
only to separate these signals, but also simultaneously equalize the MIMO channel such that high quality communications
can be achieved. The signal separation in other MIMO systems, such as in speech processing, seismic exploration, and
the analysis of biological systems, is also an important issue. To separate the signals and at the same time, remove
the channel distortion, blind channel equalization techniques
have been very effective.
The equalization of MIMO transmission systems is studied
in [4] when the MIMO channel impulse response is known.
Several iteration algorithms for blind estimation and separation of MIMO FIR channels have been developed in [9].
However, there is no proof on the global convergence of those
iteration algorithms. The blind identification and multiple
signal separation algorithms based on higher-order statistics
have been presented in [6], [lo], [ll].However, there is no report on the adaptive blind equalization for MIMO channels.
The CMA [ l ] [7],
, [SI is one of the most popular algorithm
used in single-input/signal-output (SISO) systems. It can
also be used in single-input/multiple-output (SIMO) systems
[3]. An interesting question is how effective the CMA is when
it is used in MIMO systems, such as in mobile communications, to remove intersymbol interference (ISI) , co-channel in-
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Fig. 1. Multiple-input and multiple-output channel

Antenna arrays can be used in mobile communication systems to improve the communication quality and increase communication capacity. The antenna array received the superposition of several wide-band signals can be modelled as an
MIMO system shown in Figure 1. The d complex sequences
a1 [n],
. . . , ad[n]are sent through different channels with impulse responses hij[n] for i = l , . . . , M and j = l ; . . , d
( d 5 M ) . We will assume in this paper that the input sequences satisfy

E{ai[n]}= E{a;[n]}= 0 ,
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(1)

and

and G ( z ) is the 2-transform of G[n].Initially, we may take
the filters in Figure 2 as being bounded-input and boundedH [ n ]=
; ),
( 5 ) output (BIBO) stable and potentially non-causal (doubleinfinite) so as to deal with MIMO channels of non-causal inhMl.[nI . . . h M d [ n ]
verse. In blind equalization, the original sequences ai[n]E di
then the channel output vector ~ [ ncan
] be expressed as
for i = 1,.. . ,d are unknown to the receivers except for their
x[n]= H [ n ]* a[n],
(6) statistical properties over the known alphabet sets A,. Usually, the signal constellations -AI = d2 = . . = Ad are
where * denotes the Convolution of the matrix (Or vector) symmetric such that the statistics of the input signals a, for
sequences. For general matrix sequences (at3 [I.) and ( b z in]),
~
i = 1,. . . ,d reflects the same symmetry. Thus, the recovertheir convolution is defined as
able signals frorn blind equalization will similarly subject to
a phase ambiguiity and a permutation ambiguity. Therefore,
(a&]) * (bag[n]) cCazk[nI * blG,[nl).
(7) the best possible result of blind MIMO equalizers would be

h[nI

...

hldIn]

k

Equation (6) can also be written in Z-transform as

x(z) = H(z)a(z),

G ( z ) N ( z )= P D ( z ) ,
(8)

where x(z), a(.) and H ( z ) are the 2-transform of ~ [ na[.] ,
and H [ n ] ,respectively. For MIMO FIR channels: H ( z ) is a
polynomial matrix.

(12)

where P is a d x d permutation matrix and D ( z ) is a diagonal
matrix defined as

D ( z ) = diag{$elZ-nl

l .

. . , e J ' d ~ - ~ 1,
d

(13)

where 8i E [ - T , 7r] and ni is an integer for i = I,...,d. The
equalizers with G ( z ) satisfying (12) are called th.e distortionless recovery equalizer for channel H ( z ) . It is obvious that the
distortionless recovery equalizer for a given MIN.0 channel is
not necessarily unique.
Not all channels have a BIB0 stable distorti'onless recovery equalizer. 14 channel is said t o satisfy the distortionless
recovery condition if there exists a BIB0 stable distortionless recovery equalizer for such channel. For MIMO channels,
the following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of BIB0 stable distortionless recovery
equalizers.
Theorem 1: A BIBO stable, linear, and distortionless recovery equalizer for an MIMO channel exists if and only if

d e t ( H H ( P ) H ( e J " ) )# 0 , for all w E

Fig. 2. Adaptive blind multiple-channel equalizer.

To recover the input signal a[n],a linear channel equalizer
is applied to t,he channel output x[n]as in Figure 2, whose
objective is to achieve distortionless recovery. That is, to find
G[n]such that
G[n]2~ H [ n ]= b [ 7 2 ] 1 d 1
(9)

[-7r,7r].

(14)

From Theorem 1, a necessary condition for an MIMO channel to have distortionless recovery equalizer is M 2 d , that
is, the number of channel outputs is no less than the number
of channel inputs. In what follows, we will aliways assume
that the discussed MIMO channels satisfy the distortionless
recovery condition.

111. THECMA

IN

F I R MIMO CHANNELS

In this section, we will investigate the performance of the
CMA equalizer used in MIMO channels. The MIMO-CMA
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A. Algorithm Development
Consider the blind equalizer shown in Figure 2 . If we adjust
the equalizer parameters for each individual channel to minimize the Godard cost function in (15), then according to the
analysis of Section 111, the equalizer outputs yl[n] and y2[n]
will be one of the input signals but we do not know which
of the input signals. Note that yl[n] and ya[n] are either the
same as or different from each other depending on the initial
setting of the equalizer. Hence, to develop an algorithm that
can simultaneously recover all input signals, we may have to
modify the Godard cost function.
The new cost function for the adaptive blind equalization
of MIMO channels is given as follows:

C M I M O C ( Y I [ ~+] )C ( ~ z [ n-] )~ ~ K ( Y I , Y ~(17)
),

Fig. 3. The MIMO-CMA blind equalizer.

where co 2 m4/(2m; - m4), and K ( y l , y 2 ) is a functional of
yl(k) and y ~ ( k )for all IC 5 n defined as

blind equalizer discussed in this section is illustrated in Figure 3. After each channel output, a linear BIB0 stable filter
is used. The filter coefficients are adjusted to minimize the
Godard cost function [l],[7],[8]

1

C(yl[nl) = p(lu[n1l2- r)2h

K(Yl,Y2)

(15)

+

m4
r = -.

Cvm(Yl[nl,YI[nl,Yz[n+ kI,yYz*[n+ 4)
- kl,Y2[nl,u;[nl)

+$E,"=,
Cum(Yl[n - kl,Y;[n.

with Cum(y1, yf , y ~y ,; ) being the cumulant of random cornplex variables y ~ y:,, y~ and y; defined as
Cum(ll1, Y;, 1J2, I/;)

where r is the dispersion constant defined as

E{lyl 121Ya12} - -E{ 1% I2}E{jY2I2)
- I%lY;
1I ,
(18)

for random variables yi satisfying

m2

In practice, most of the MlMO channels can be approximated as FIR MIMO channels. The length of the impulse
response of the equalized system is L K - 1 if an MIMOCMA FIR equalizer with length K is used for the MIMO FIR
channel.
For the CMA FIR equalizers used in MIMO FIR channels,
We can prove the following global convergence theorem.
Theorem 2: For an M I M O F I R channel of length L , if
H ( z ) is irreducible with H [ L- 11 being of full rank, then any
M I M O - C M A F I R blind equalizer with length K 2
can achieve global convergence regardless of the its initial set-

+

ting.

The above theorem illustrates a very nice convergence property of the MIMO-CMA FIR equalizer used in MIMO channels. It indicates that the MIMO-CMA FIR equalizer can
recover one of the input signals, remove ISI, and suppress
CCI and ACI if the channel satisfies certain conditions.

Iv. A

4

~ { y ; } = E{y,2} = o for i = 1, 2.

(19)

It is the last term in (17) that makes it possible for the equalizer to converge to distinct input signals at each output of the
equalizer.
Using the stochastic gradient method to search for minimum points of the new cost function, we can implement the
new algorithm as

for j = 1, 2 and m = 1, . . ,M , where p is a small step-size,
g!?[IC] is the k-th parameter of the jm-th filter after the n-th
iteration, and zi[n]'sare given by

NEW BLINDEQUALIZATION
ALGORITHM
FOR

MIMO

CHANNELS

We have studied the convergence of the CMA blind equalizer used in MIMO channels in the previous section and have
shown that the output of the MIMO-CMA blind equalizer
can recover one of the input signals and suppress the interference from the rest of the input signals. In this section, we
will propose a new blind equalization algorithm, which can
recover all input signals simultaneously. Without lost of generality, we will assume d = 2 in this section. The algorithm
developed in this section can be easily extended to d > 2 case.

If the ensemble average in the above expressions is substituted
by empirical average as in [ 5 ] ,the resulting algorithm can be
expressed as
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a
3

= C(IYz[n - ~ I l 2 Y 1 [ 4- rp[llYl[nl

z1I.I

- rl;)[lly2[n

-

q,

1=0
00

=

z2bI

C(lYl[n-

~]I2Y2[7L] - rp[l]y2[nl

- r;:)[l]:yl[n - l ] ) ,

In our simulations, the input signals ai[.]

are independent

of each other for any different i nad n, and they are uniformly distributed over { f l ,fg}. The channel noise is complex white Gaussian with zero mean and variance determined
by the signal-to-noise ratio ( S N R ) .

1=0

where

A. Convergence of the MIMO-CMA blind equalizer

ra"'[l]= (1 - E)rp-l)[l]+ tIya[n - q 2 ,
r 9 l ] = (1- 4rI"-"[l]

In this simulation example, we have d = 2 and M := 3. The
channel impulse response is given by

+ €lyl[n - 1112,

r;;) [11= (1- c)r$l) [11+ t y l [nly; [n- 11,
and

= (1- t)rg-"[l]

rI:'[l]

+ €ya[n]y;[n- I].

d

= ~ C ( y , [ n l- )C O
i= 1

&

K(yi,yj).

-0.5706
0.4246
0.7666

1.0691
-0.7926
0.3569

-1.8841
0.0598
-0.2744

and

with E being the forgetting factor.
Remark: We have developed MIMO adaptive blind equalization algorithm for d = 2. For d > 2 case, the cost function
C M I M Ocan be extended to

cMIMO

-1.9522
-0.5666
-1.1293

(22)

i,j=l i f j

The global convergence and local convergence properties discussed below can be similarly generalized to this case.

B. Convergence
Directly from the cost function of the new equalization algorithm, we are able t o prove global convergence of the new
algorithm as the following theorem.
Theorem 3: The MIMO blind equalizer using the cost
function defined in (1'7) wall converge to one of its global minimum regarless of its initial setting, if the equalizer length and
the channel parameters satisfy one of the following two conditions:
1. The MIMO channel satisfies distortionless recovery condition and an infinite-length MIMO equalizer is used, or
2. H ( z ) , the Z-transform of the impulse resptonse of the
MIMO channel of length L , is an irreducible polynomial
matrix with H [ L - 11 being nonsingular, and the length
of the equalizer K 2 [Wl.
From Theorem 3, the new algorithm is able to recover all
input, signals simultaneously. Furthermore, the IVIIMO FIR
channel satisfying certain condition can be perfect1,y equalized
by MIMO FIR equalizers employing the new algorithm.
Similar t o the blind equalizers for SISO channels, the new
MIMO blind equalizer algorithm also suffers from the local
convergence if the MIMO equalizers or channels under consideration does not satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3. Similar to [2], we can construct some example to illustrate this
phenomena.

(24)

and S N R = 30dB.
An MIMO-CIMA FIR equalizer is used for the MIMO FIR
channel. The llength of the equalizer is K = 3 with initial
setting gm[n]= 6[m- 1,n - 11 and the step-size p = 0.0005.
Figure 4 is the impulse responses of the equalized system after
10,000 iterations. From this figure, the MIMO-CMA FIR
equalizer is ablle to recover the second input signal, remove
the IS1 and suppress the first signal. Figure 5 illustrates the
changing of IT during iterations. The IT here is an index
of measurement for intersymbol interference and co-channel
interference defined as

IT =

Ci,nIst[n]lz- maxi,n 1si[nIl2
maxi,n Isi[n]12

(25)

The simulation results in these two figures confirm Theorem
2.

Fig. 4. The impulse response of the equalized system after 10,000
iterations.

B. Convergence of the new MIMO blind equalizer

V. COMPUTER
SIMULATIONS
In order to confirm the analysis results and illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we preselnt two computer simulation examples.

This is a 2-input/4-output FIR channel with S N R = 30dB.
The length of the equalizer used in our simulation is 20 with
initial setting gll[n] = g22[n] = 6 [ n - lo]. The step-size is
p = 0.0001 and the forgetting factor is given by E = 0.01.
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Fig. 7. Convergence of the new algorithm for t h e MIMO channel

Fig. 5. Convergence of MIMO-CMA blind equalizer.

Figure 6 is the impulse response sij[n]of the equalized system after 20,000 iterations. Figure 7 illustrates the intersymbol and co-channel interference of the equalizer outputs,
which is defined as

According to Figure 6, the two input signals are separated.
The first equalizer recovers the first signal and the second recovers the second signal. From the simulation results, our new
blind equalization algorithm can simultaneously reconstruct
the input signals and remove intersymbol and co-channel interference effectively.

We demonstrated that the CMA blind equalizer is able to recover one of input signals and suppress the rest of input signals. Hence, by proper initialization, the CMA blind equalizer
can be used in mobile communication systems to recover the
desire signal, remove intersymbol interference, and suppress
co-channel interference and adjacent channel interference. To
recover all input signals simultaneously, we proposed a new
blind equalization algorithm to separate all the input signals
and at the same time equalize the MIMO channel. The global
convergence of the new algorithm is illustrated theoretically
and by computer simulation. The proposed algorithm not
only can be applied in multiple signals separation in array
processing, but also can be used in diverse fields of engineering including speech proccssing, data communication, sonar
array processing, and in the analysis of biological systems.
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Fig. 6. T h e impulse response of the equalized system after 20,000
iterations

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the blind equalization of MIMO
channels for multiple signals separation. We studied the convergence of the CMA blind equalizer used in MIMO channels.
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